Game Instructions
Number of players: 2 to 4  Ages: 3 and up  Contents: 28 domino blocks

Set Up:
All the domino cards are placed face down in easy reach of all the players. Players blindly pick up all the cards according to the number of players. 2 players, each player picks up and keeps 7 cards. 3 or 4 players, each player picks up and keeps 5 cards. Players can now look at their cards. The remaining cards are left to be picked when players use up their first drawn cards.

Let’s Play:
The youngest player begins the game and lays down any one of their dominoes face up. Play moves clockwise to the next player. The next player must lay down a domino which is a COLOR or NUMBER MATCH with the first laid out domino. Each following player lays down a domino which matches in COLOR or NUMBER at either end of the domino cards in play.

Double: is any card that has the same COLOR or NUMBER.
A double is always placed crosswise to the end it matches, thereby giving two new directions in which to place dominoes. If a domino cannot be added, the player must draw from the pile until a match is picked up.

End of the Game:
Play continues until one player has laid down all their dominoes or there are no more in the center pile. The game will also end if there are no more possible moves.

Winner:
The player with no remaining dominoes or the least remaining dominoes (if no moves are possible) wins the game.

Special Note: Very young players will have fun identifying all the different objects that are the same color. And they will enjoy matching the numerals, number words and corresponding pictures into a long continuous chain.